ESL Tutor List
Spring 2016

Tutors on this list are current and former members of our teaching staff. They charge by the hour, generally $20-$30 per hour. If you have trouble contacting anyone, please ask for assistance during business hours in the ESL office, 5134 Helen C. White.

Mr. Jambul Akkaziev  (262)744.9297  akkaziev@wisc.edu
Ms. Karen Best  (608)397.4632  karenb.fields@gmail.com
Ms. Kristin Dalby  (608)426.2236  kdalby@wisc.edu
Ms. Becky Fisher  (608)843.3660  bvfisher@wisc.edu
Ms. Joy Kwon  (608)320-6022  joy.kwon@wisc.edu
Ms. Anya Nesterchouk  (608)697.8314  nesterchouk@wisc.edu
Mr. Hossein Panahi  (608)298.3093  hpanahi@wisc.edu
Ms. Lauren Primuth  (262)720.8778  primuth@wisc.edu

TAs as Tutors
TAs may be engaged as private tutors either independently or with one or more academic enrichment or tutoring programs across campus. Because TAs engaged in these activities face a conflict of interest, it is College policy that it is inappropriate for a TA to work as a private tutor with a student enrolled in a course to which that TA is assigned, whether or not the student is enrolled in that TA’s section.